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A probe wave system was constructed for studying the excitation of the Alfve´n ion cyclotron ~AIC!
modes in the anchor cell of the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror. In the central cell, the AIC modes are
spontaneously excited as axial eigenmodes due to the strong temperature anisotropy. In the anchor
cell, the AIC modes were not observed though the anisotropy is the same as in the central cell. The
axial profiles of the magnetic field strength and plasma parameters in the anchor cell are different
from those in the central cell. Eigenmodes are excited externally in the AIC frequency range by
injecting probe waves. This suggests the AIC modes are unstable in the anchor cell and grow to the
detectable level when boundary conditions are realized. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1315638#I. INTRODUCTION
When the wavelength of the modes in the ion cyclotron
range of frequency ~ICRF! is in the same order of the plasma
size, the excitation and propagation of the waves are strongly
affected by the boundary conditions. The boundary condi-
tions are determined by the characteristic length of the spa-
tial variations of the magnetic field strength and the plasma
parameters, for example, the nonuniformity of the plasma
density and so on. Recently, the toroidicity induced Alfve´n
eigenmodes have been excited externally in the Joint Euro-
pean Torus.1 From the spectroscopic view, discrete Alfve´n
waves have been used for studying the magnetohydrody-
namic ~MHD! behavior in tokamaks2 and the propagation of
ICRF waves are investigated in the Tokamak Fusion Test
Reactor.3 In the GAMMA 10 tandem mirror, the ion tem-
perature of the central cell reaches several kiloelectron volts
and the Alfve´n ion cyclotron ~AIC! modes are spontaneously
excited due to the strong temperature anisotropy.4 These
modes are detected as axial eigenmodes determined from the
plasma pressure profile in the axial direction.5 The condition
predicted by a theory6 for the absolute instability is about
one order of magnitude higher than that observed in the
experiments.7 The mechanism for the excitation of AIC
modes in the GAMMA 10 plasma is not clear at present. The
plasma parameters in the anchor cell of the GAMMA 10 are
almost the same as those in the central cell. However, the
AIC modes in the anchor cell were not observed. The mag-
netic field configuration in the anchor cell is the minimum-B
field and is different from that in the central cell. Because the
formation of the eigenmodes is sensitive to the excitation of
the Alfve´n waves, the differences of the magnetic field and
plasma parameter profiles in the axial direction should be
important for the excitation of the AIC modes. In this article,
the probe wave system to study the boundary conditions for
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power ICRF waves into the anchor cell of the GAMMA 10,
we measure the antenna response due to the excitation of the
waves and waves excited in the plasma by using a magnetic
probe.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
GAMMA 10 is a minimum-B anchored tandem mirror
with axisymmetric plug/barrier cells at both ends. The cen-
tral cell has an axisymmetric mirror field and is 5.6 m in
length with a field strength of 0.4 T at the midplane. The
mirror ratio of the central cell is 5. The diameter of the
stainless steel limiter which is installed near the midplane of
the central cell is 0.36 m. Two ICRF sources ~RF1 and RF2!
are used for the plasma production and heating. The plasma
is started by applying ICRF pulses ~RF1! of 9.9 MHz ~east!
and 10.3 MHz ~west! with short pulse ~1 ms! plasma guns at
both ends and is sustained with hydrogen gas puffings. To
avoid the strong interference between east RF1 and west RF1
antennas, the frequency of the west antenna is slightly higher
than the frequency of the east antenna. These ICRF waves
propagate to the anchor cell and heat ions in the cyclotron
resonance layer near the midplane. The MHD stability of the
GAMMA 10 plasma is kept by those high temperature ions.
So-called Nagoya type III antennas are installed near both
ends of the central cell. For the central cell ion heating, the
ICRF pulse ~RF2! of which a frequency of 6.36 MHz is also
used. Two heating antennas which are conventional double
half-turn type antenna. The half-turn type antenna with a
single layer Faraday shield is equipped on the inner side of
the Nagoya Type III antenna. The ICRF power coupled to
the plasma is about 100 kW for each RF system. Because the
cyclotron resonance layer exists near the midplane, the
strong ion heating and the resultant temperature anisotropy
which is defined as an ion temperature ratio between perpen-
dicular and parallel to the magnetic field line are observed.© 2001 American Institute of Physics
o AIP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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loop array.8 The AIC modes are spontaneously excited in a
hot plasma with a strong temperature anisotropy. The anchor
cells have a minimum-B mirror field configuration and are
1.6 m in length with a field strength of 0.6 T at the midplane
and the mirror ratio is 3.3. As mentioned previously, the ions
in the anchor cells are heated by RF1. To measure magnetic
fluctuations, magnetic probes are set in the peripheral region
of the plasma. The axial profile of the magnetic field strength
in the central and anchor cells and locations of ICRF anten-
nas and diagnostics are shown in Fig. 1. It is clearly shown
that there is a big difference between the magnetic field pro-
files in the central cell and anchor cell.
III. PROBE WAVE SYSTEM
For studying the plasma response, we constructed a
probe wave system in the AIC frequency range of the anchor
plasma. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experi-
mental arrangement of the probe wave system. The rf signals
from a standard signal generator in the power level of milli-
watts are mixed with the output of a pulse generator, which
determines the pulse width and the trigger for the injection.
The resultant rf pulse is amplified to several hundred watts
and is applied to the antenna installed in the anchor cell (z
5550 cm! via a matching network. The antenna is a bar type
antenna set on a quarter section of the plasma surface. The
incident power of the amplifier and the reflected power are
monitored using a bidirectional coupler set near the outlet of
the amplifier. The current flowing on the antenna is detected
by a small pickup coil. The waves excited in the plasma are
detected by a magnetic probe located at z5506 cm. Because
the position of the anchor midplane is z5520 cm, the an-
tenna and the magnetic probe are set with an anchor mid-
plane in between them. The frequency range of the injected
rf signal is from 6.2 to 9.2 MHz. In this range, it is not
necessary to change the matching parameters because the
matching network is arranged for a relatively wide range of
frequencies. The variation of the incident and reflected pow-
ers in a swept frequency mode without plasma are shown in
Fig. 3. The frequency is also indicated in the figure. The
frequency is swept in the stepwise as shown in Fig. 3. The
frequency bandwidth is restricted by the time requirement
needed for the fast Fourier transform analysis. The reflected
power is kept low during the swept frequency mode and the
FIG. 1. The axial profile of the magnetic field strength in the central and
anchor cells, and locations of ICRF antennas and diagnostics.Downloaded 04 Apr 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject tmatching condition is good in this frequency range. To in-
vestigate the plasma parameter dependence of the wave ex-
citation, we can use the system in a fixed frequency mode
during the discharge. When the spatial resonance exists in
the plasma, for example, the eigenmode excitation of the
AIC mode, the analysis of the response in the antenna-
plasma-probe transfer function will be effective.1 In the next
section, the preliminary results in the fixed frequency mode
are described.
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this experiment, the frequency of the injected waves
was fixed during each plasma discharge. The signals of the
magnetic probe with and without the injection of the probe
wave are shown in Fig. 4. On this discharge, the AIC modes
are spontaneously excited due to the strong temperature an-
isotropy in the central cell. Small peaks just below a peak of
6.36 MHz in the figure are the AIC modes excited in the
FIG. 2. A schematic diagram of the probe wave system.
FIG. 3. Incident power of the amplifier and reflected powers in the swept
frequency mode, the frequency is indicated in the figure.o AIP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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tron frequency in the midplane of the anchor cell is 9.3 MHz.
If the AIC modes are excited in the anchor cell, it is sug-
gested that the signals will be observed near 0.85–0.95 times
ion cyclotron frequency as indicated in the figure. There are
no clear peaks without the probe wave as shown in Fig. 4~a!.
When the waves are injected, a clear peak is observed as
shown in Fig. 4~b!. Figure 5~a! shows the temporal evolution
of the line density of the anchor cell, and Fig. 5~b! shows the
magnetic probe signals normalized by the radiated power as
a function of the frequency of the injected waves. The mag-
netic probe signals depend on the injected frequency and
peak around 30 ms whereas the line density in the anchor
FIG. 4. Frequency spectrum of the magnetic probe signal ~a! without and
~b! with probe waves.
FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of ~a! the line density in the anchor cell and ~b!
the magnetic probe signals normalized by the radiated power as functions of
the injection frequency.Downloaded 04 Apr 2007 to 130.158.56.189. Redistribution subject tcell is almost constant. The excitation of the waves will de-
pend on the plasma parameters besides the density. The
physical mechanism of these temporal evolution in unknown
at present. Figure 6 shows the frequency dependence of the
amplitude of the excited waves power at 30 ms which is also
normalized by the radiated power. It is shown that the waves
are resonantly excited near 8.4 MHz. As we described pre-
viously, this frequency is included in the unstable region of
the AIC modes. This suggests the AIC modes are excited by
the externally injected ICRF power in the anchor cell.
Figure 7 shows the typical frequency spectrum of the
magnetic probe signal in the central cell. In the frequency
spectrum there are several discrete peaks as shown in Fig. 7.
The magnetic field components of these peaks have the same
spatial profiles in the radial and azimuthal directions.9 The
azimuthal mode number is m521. The axial structure was
investigated precisely in Ref. 10. The AIC modes are excited
as eigenmodes in the axial direction and have a standing
wave structure in which the boundary conditions are deter-
mined by the plasma pressure.9 In the anchor cell, the con-
ditions for the standing wave formation will be not estab-
lished in the present parameter region. The preliminary
results suggest the AIC modes can be excited externally by
injecting the rf pulse. Because the axial profile of the mag-
netic field in the anchor cell is different from that in the
central cell, there will be large differences between the con-
ditions in the central cell and anchor cell.
V. SUMMARY
The excitation and propagation of ICRF waves are sen-
sitive to boundary condition, for example, the spatial varia-
tion of the magnetic field strength, plasma parameters, and so
FIG. 6. Frequency dependence of the magnetic probe signals normalized by
the radiated power.
FIG. 7. Typical frequency spectrum of a magnetic probe signal in the cen-
tral cell.o AIP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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excitation of the Alfve´n waves in the GAMMA 10 tandem
mirror.
In the central cell of the GAMMA 10, the AIC modes
are spontaneously excited as axial eigenmodes due to the
strong temperature anisotropy. However, in the anchor cell,
the AIC modes were not observed though the anisotropy is
the same as in the central cell. The axial profiles of the mag-
netic field strength and plasma parameters in the anchor cell
are different from those in the central cell. Eigenmodes are
excited externally in the AIC frequency range by injecting
probe waves. This suggests that the AIC modes are unstable
in the anchor cell and grow to the detectable level when
boundary conditions are realized.
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